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Invisible sensors 

HOW TO PLAY:
A Black Jack side bet based on the first player´s card and the first dealer´s card being a pair.

Unique feature:
If the player wins his hand against the dealer, he will be paid much more! 
No other side bet worldwide offers this kind of excitement.

The min/max bet can be determined by the casino, this will of course also have an influence on 
the starting values of the jackpots.

easy layout installation
LED animation configurable

EASY FAST EXCITING COMMUNITY JACKPOT

IF WIN BJ GAME: 
10 to 1

ANY PAIR

+ :3 to 1

IF WIN BJ GAME: 
30 to 1

SUITED PAIR OF HEARTS

:6 to 1

IF WIN BJ GAME: 
JACKPOT + COMMUNITY JACKPOT!

PAIR OF 5 HEARTS

+ :50 to 1

+

The Crazy Twins jackpot will, like no other jackpot, contribute to the primary objective of a casino: 
to ensure the guests to have a fun experience.

Jackpot qualification happens every 6400 hands in average. 



Our latest sidebet sensors show the 
player where to place his chip and 
automatically process the bet in 
our unique software.

The software detects if there is a 
chip in the respective setting box 
and additionally displays this with 
an animated color pattern.

For more information contact:
7JACK side bets and FAT Games

www.sevenjack.net
Call: +32 496531 124

a subsidary of 
JD Supplies & Services 
21,Rue Gaucet 
4020 Liège  
Belgium 
VAT BE 0526.958.933

Imagine the 1st card of a player and the 1st card 
of a dealer is a 5 of hearts, a music tone goes off 
and all the players at the table receive a glass of 
champagne!The Blackjack game continues and 
the dealer slowly turns his cards. 
 
If the qualified player beats the dealer, he wins the 
JACKPOT and all active players at the table will get 
a share of the COMMUNITY JACKPOT!  
If he looses, he still gets a worthy 50 to 1.


